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MILITARY AIRCRAFT

Flieger Staffel 24.
It is still on the aircraft but has
been de-commissioned

PC-9 Swiss

Authors: Patrick Dirksen and Frank Mink Tristar Aviation
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The ZFl St 12 badge
that appears on all
the aircraft
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T

he Swiss Armed Forces heavily
rely on a small but devoted
Zielflug Staffel 12 for ground
to air target practice. Patrick Dirksen
and Frank Mink of Tristar Aviation
were invited to have a look behind the
scenes and learn more about the daily
operations of this unique squadron.
Major Peter "Pesche" Michel is in
command of Zielflug Staffel 12 (ZfSt12),
Aerial Target Squadron 12, of the
Swiss Air Force. The ZfSt12, equipped
with the Pilatus PC-9, is based at
Militärflugplatz Emmen and falls under
direct control of Flugplatzkommando
7 Emmen. "We have only six PC-9
aircraft since 2017. Also, we lost
the F-5 Tiger in our Squadron as of
January 1st, 2018." says Michel.
ZfSt12 mainly provides aerial
targets and jamming services for the
Swiss Army Skyguard Air Defence
system, the Rapier Radar guided
missile system and the shoulder carried
Stinger air defence weapon system.
Main training area is the
S-chanf shooting range located in the
Graubünden district. Before missions
to the range, a briefing takes place
where both the pilot and back seater,
called the board pilot (required for
jamming missions only), will discuss
which approach profiles will be flown
from the attack sector. After the briefing
an electronic flight plan is filed and
the crew gets into their G-suites and
puts on the Ch-07 life vest before
strapping in to the PC-9 cockpit.
"They train aiming at us and locking
their radars on us. We come in with a
speed of 300 kts in a 27 degrees dive
following a standard track. Thereafter
we pull up with 4.5 G and set up another
attack. It’s hard work" tells Michel.
On the ground an ingenious mirror
camera system films the incoming
PC-9 from behind and another camera
films in the direction of the anti-aircraft
gun system that is pointing into the
shooting sector. The images provided
by both cameras and data from a
laser distance measurer are merged
and it is computed how close the
firing was compared to the PC-9. This
simulation system allows the PC-9 to
stay clear of the actual shooting area.
"For manual gun operations we
have the possibility to tow a sleeve
target 900 metres behind us. We fly into
the shooting sector at 10.000 feet. The
RM-24 winches out the 900 meters of
Top:

Briefing PC-9 crew

Middle: PC9 front cockpit
close up
Right: Close up Major
Michel in cockpit
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cable in two minutes. A safety officer
on the ground looks whether the gun
aims at the target. He holds a security
button and if this is released, the gun
does not shoot." according Michel.
Two modified PC-9s can be
equipped with the Pilatus Elektronik
Kriegs-Führung (EKF, electronic
warfare) Vista 5 system. This system
consists of two pods. The power pod
supplies electric power for the system
and the A100 pod provides jamming
signals. The board pilot has a side
console module for basic settings and
failure handling. Antennas can be
selected via the front mounted panel.
"We produce noise deception and false
targets on a large bandwidth” says
board pilot Iwan “Rivella” Zwick.
"At night we only fly horizontal
tracks and train with the mirror shooting
system. We stay above 10.000 feet to
remain clear of the mountains. We fly
together with a second pilot as a two
men crew." says Michel. The flights
over the range are conducted in Night
VFR rules and a so-called Défence
Contre Avions (DCA, Air Defence)

Above: Close up Vista 5 power pod
Middle: Detail of target docking station
Top:

PC-9 ready to taxi out
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ground controller on the range keeps
visual contact with the aircraft for
safe operations overhead the range.
ZfSt12 also plays the role of Red
air opponents for the Swiss Air Force
F-18s when they train their Air Policing
missions for the annually held World
Economic Forum (WEF) meeting at
Davos. "We attack Davos with two
PC-9 and try to fly over Davos. We
perform a split manoeuvre and don't
cooperate with the Air Policing rules.
The Chief of Air Defence then has to
decide what target to follow and what
orders to give to the Policing F-18's.
Another actual mission the
PC-9 can be called up for any time,
are ident missions explains Michel:
"During training missions we can be
diverted by ATC to look at unidentified
aircraft. Therefor we are guided by
ground radar. We can give the aircraft
immatriculation to ATC control. This
is the lowest level of air policing."
This year the PC-9 has been in
operation for 30 years with ZfSt12.
With just six PC-9 aircraft remaining in
the fleet, the planned operation of the
PC-9 till 2025 is a daunting task: "We
will make about 400 flying hours in
2018. In 2017 we have flown 600 hours
instead of the scheduled 400 hours."
says Michel. In conjunction with the Air
Operations Center in Dübendorf, initial
planning for 2019 has already started.
"RUAG based at Lodrino is the

maintenance station for the PC-9. Line
maintenance is performed by military
personnel at Emmen. No upgrades are
planned for the PC-9 in the future",
states Michel. "With six aircraft we have
twelve pilots, including me, compared
to 35 pilots and eight aircraft 10 years
ago. Together with my Chief Technical
Pilot Oberste Fabio Antognine we
are the only two professional pilots
within the squadron. All the other
pilots are militia pilots. Every year in
September the whole squadron comes
together to train and perform their
annual IFR check flights and perform
the Air Policing mission training."
The whole exercise schedule
of 12 squadron for 2018 is set, and
currently requests for 2019 are being
made already, showing the squadron
is still very much needed. Current
plan is to retire the Skyguard system
by 2025 and replace it with a more
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modern one, which will possibly also
mean the end for the squadron as it is.
The PC-9 aircraft themselves are still
in very good shape though and could
soldier on for many years. What the
future will bring might be uncertain,
but one thing is for sure: whatever the
squadron will be tasked to do, they will
do it with dedication and precision!

Squadron leader major
Peter “Pesche” Michel

He started his military duty in 1983,
learning to fly on the PC-7 of the Piloten
Rekruten Schule. In 1984 he graduated,
after also having flown the Vampire
T.55. His operational career started
doing Close Air Support on the Hawker
Hunter with 7 Squadron, serving seven
weeks per year as militia (reserve) pilot.
In 1992 he joined ZFlSt 12 flying the F-5
Tiger and from 2000 on flying the PC-9
and PC-6. All this time he was an electro
engineer by profession, but in 2003 he
became a professional military pilot.
Since 2008 Michel is the commander
of ZFlSt 12 and he divides his time
between Emmen and Meiringen where
he acts as chief flight operations.•

Left:

Major Peter Michel

Below: PC-9 taking off. The RM-24 pod can
be seen under the right wing

Technical data PC-9
Max. speed: 320 kts (590 km/h), Mach 0.68
G Force capability: +7g to -3g
Max. climb rate: 4 000 feet per minute (1'219 m/min)
Max. altitude ASL: 25 000 feet (7 620 m)
Endurance: 5 Hours at 20 000 feet (6 096 m)
Max. Range:	830 Nautical Miles at 20 000 feet above sea
level (1 536 km at 6'096 m above sea level)
Design: Low wing full aluminium Semi Monocoque Design
Length: 10.175 m
Width: 10.24 m
Hight: 3.26 m
Empty weight: 1 750 kg
Take-off weight: 	2 250 kg (1 Pilot, with fuel, no external loads)
		 2 500 kg (1 Pilot, with fuel and winch)
Engine: Turbo prop Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A-62A
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GHANA AIR FORCE

SMALL BUT CAPABLE

The Ghana Armed Forces have a small but capable Air Force. The key to
their success is training, as Patrick Dirksen and Frank Mink found out
during a recent visit to Ghana

A

ir Vice Marshal Maxwell
Mantserbi-Tei Nagai is the current
Chief of Air Staff of the Ghana Air
Force (GAF). “Our primary role is support
of the army and the navy. Next to that
we assist with governmental issues, like
disaster management. We also support
the police and we support Ghana Gas as
well. But our main role is support of the
army with troop transport, airborne forces,
paradropping, fighter ground attack and
close air support with the helicopters.
Also aerial photography, transport of the

yield of gold mines in the middle of the
country and transport of personnel and
logistics of the Electoral Commission
during elections are part of the tasks”.

Accra AFB

Accra AFB is the main airbase of the
GAF. Two of the recently acquired C.295s
are flying with the Communication
squadron, where they replaced the
venerable Fokker F-27s. These aircraft
have been put through the test in Mali,

Air Vice Marshal Maxwell Mantserbi-Tei Nagai is the Chief of Air Staff of the Ghana Air Force since
January 2016. He graduated at the Military Academy, Whistler Barracks, Accra in April 1980. He received
his wings in 1990 and has accumulated some 6 400 flying hours since. Most of these hours were
done on helicopters, including most types the Ghana Air Force did have or still fly, such as Alouette
III, Agusta A.109, Bell 412, Mil Mi-17/171, and Harbin Z-9. He also flew the Diamond DA-42.
Before getting to his current position, Nagai served amongst others as commander of the helicopter
squadron at Accra AFB, commanding officer of the flying wing at Accra, base commander at Takoradi
AFB and later at Accra AFB. He also acted as Chief Air Operations Officer during the UN mission UNIKOM in
Kuwait and was commander of the Ghana Aviation Unit during two periods of the UN Peacekeeping
Operation in La Cote d’Ivoire (UNOCI).
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where the Ghanaian Forces played a
big role in the United Nations mission
MINUSMA. A terrorist attack at Gao in
2016, damaging a C.295, put an end to
that deployment. The damaged aircraft
is operational again however. “We fixed
it. After the bomb action took place, the
pilots ran an engine check on the ground
and then they took off and checked
the systems. When that was ok, we
backloaded it to Tamale and then finally
to Accra. We got support from Airbus, and
we fixed it in situ, here in the hangar.”
Although the damage to the Casa
was caused whilst being operated for the
UN, Ghana had to pay the 1.2 million
Euro repair bill. When asked about
future UN involvement, Nagai is clear:
“We have been getting requests from the
UN, to support mainly with helicopter
operations in Mali, but right now we are
not in position to do so. Possibly when we
get new acquisitions, like Mi-35s, then we
can consider supporting the UN in that
regard. But for now, we have too much
work meeting our own internal demands.”
So as the Chief he advised the government
that it was in the country’s best interest
to reconsider going to Gao, especially
with the current security situation.
Ghana participated in dozens of UN
and ECOWAS missions since the sixties,
in which helicopters also played a big role.
A recent example was in neighbouring
Cote d’Ivoire during the genocide, where
A.109 helicopters were used as gunships
and Bell 412s for troop transport. These
have nowadays been replaced by Z-9 and
Mi-17/171 helicopters. All helicopters are
operated by 3 Squadron and are based at
Accra AFB. The main roles of the four Z-9s
are gas pipeline and powerline patrols,
coastal fishery patrols and ambulance
flights. “The Z-9 has two stretchers so
it can be used as an ambulance. If the
numbers are higher then we go to the
Mi-17 that has six stretchers.” says Nagai.
They are also equipped with flotation gear
for operating over the sea. Furthermore,
six Mi-17 and Mi-171 ‘Hip’ helicopters
fly with 3 Squadron and have replaced
the Bell 412 in the troop lift role. A few

Two of the female
Da.42 pilots
(via GAF)

years ago, negotiations were held with
Rosboronexport in Russia about the
possible sale of Mi-35s. “At the time
the threat level was assessed, and it
was felt that a few gunships would be
needed. However, funding turned out
to be a problem, and when the security
situation changed, it was decided to
exchange the planned three Mi-35s for
some Mi-171s instead” explains Nagai.
“But the deal is still in the pipeline.”
The Hips are equipped with night sun,

a hoist and can carry sling loads. They
can be armed as well, with an AKS.74
gun on a swivel. The cockpit is not a
digital one, although it is NVG capable.
There are no plans to upgrade them
however. “Suggestions have been made
to configure them into some more
sophisticated weapons system. But that
means we must ground them, pack them
and send them on MRO [Maintenance,
Repair and Overhaul] which would
take a lot of time. And we need the

aircraft now! So, we have advised against
updating the ones that we have already
acquired, but for new acquisitions
we will definitely consider this.”
Also flying from Accra AFB are the
K-8s of 4 squadron, that have replaced
the L-39 and MB.339. “The home base
of the squadron is supposed to be in
Tamale, but at the time that they arrived,
Tamale was not positioned to receive
them. Maybe they will move there now,
we are thinking about it, if the leadership

A group of K-8 pilots
(via GAF)
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academy is pulled through.” says Nagai.
“The role of the aircraft is strike and fast
reconnaissance, mostly on border patrols.
The aircraft can be armed for fighterground attack. For their training we have a
live firing range at Bundase, close to Accra.
Since we coordinate with the army during
combat, we do air power combat fire
training together.” K-8 pilots are selected
from the fixed wing training classes and
are sent to China for the K-8 conversion.

Takoradi AFB

Ever since Takoradi AFB was taken over
from the RAF in 1961, the Flying Training
School (FTS) has been based here. First

aircraft to fly were Chipmunks donated
by the RAF, later Beavers, Otters and
Caribous were used. The FTS currently
formally still operate the venerable
Ce.172s, although these haven’t flown for
years. Initial flying training is now done
on the Diamond DA.42, which is operated
by 1 Squadron. After a selection process
in Accra, student pilots will get their
initial 10 hours of flying experience on
the DA.42 before they are sent to Bristow
Academy for helicopter pilots or Flight
Safety Academy for fixed wing pilots,
both in the USA. After the period in the
USA, the students that are planned to
transit to the fixed wing squadrons will
come back to Takoradi AFB for follow up

training on the Da.42, while the helicopter
pilots will go directly to the squadron.
1 Squadron operates three DA.42
aircraft. Of these only one (registered
GHF120) fulfils the training role while
the other two (GHF121 and 122) are
dedicated surveillance aircraft. Next to
the three aircraft also a DA.42 simulator
has been procured from Diamond to
facilitate instrument flying training
and in-flight failure training.
The main task however, of 1
Squadron is surveillance. The ISR
capability of the Ghana Air Force comes
from the two surveillance DA.42s, which
are both equipped with the SAFIRE sensor
suite. The aircraft were modified in the
UK by DO systems Ltd, that also supplied
a dedicated DA.42 crewman trainer
simulator. Their main roles are maritime
surveillance, reconnaissance and internal
security operations for the police forces.
A regular crew consists of one pilot and
one crewman who operates the sensors.
A typical maritime surveillance mission
can take up to 12 hours and can be flown
in both day and night under VFR and IFR
conditions. The Hawkeye system allows
real time transmission of sensor data,
depending on internet availability though.
The Diamonds also contribute to the
international organisation Oceans Beyond
Piracy. Together with Ivory Coast, Togo,
Benin and Nigeria, Ghana is responsible
for Zone E and Zone F in the Gulf of
Guinea. “There is cooperation between
the navies and among the air forces, in
securing the coasts of these countries.
So, we do joint exercises at sea with
the navy, with helicopters, for example
rappelling the special forces onto the
ships.” The Diamond is also successful
in the fight against drug trafficking: “For
this we support the navy as well. Like
one time the Diamond had to fly 350
nautical miles into sea to bust a cocaine
ship. This mother ship was anchored
there and was offloading the goods on
smaller ships. And with collaboration
of the British and the Americans they
got spotted. But how to go in there? The
navy could only go to 200 NM, so we
scrambled the Diamond that was already
flying and sent it there. We took the
pictures that were needed as evidence.”
There is also a Z-9 detachment at
Takoradi, operating under 1 Squadron.
Nagai: “Their base is here, in Accra. But

Top: 

T raining of firemen at the School of
Trade Training at Accra AFB (via GAF)

Middle: Technical training at the School of
Trade Training at Accra AFB (via GAF)
Below: M
 aintenance on one of the C.295s
in the main hangar at Accra AFB
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at any time, we have one or two Z-9s
in Takoradi, just in case Ghana Gas
requires it. So, we don’t have to fly it
from here to there before we start our
patrols.” Multiple oil and gas winning
companies fly their helicopters from here
as well, operating from a large brandnew hangar built by the air force.

Training

Besides these operational aircraft
Takoradi AFB also houses a newly
built Air Force Recruit Training School
since July 2018. Here basic military
training for new airmen is done as
well as on-the-job training for when
they pass out. Also, all personnel will
be trained here that will be sent out
for future United Nations missions.
Every year 5-15 student pilots
get their wings. Furthermore, there
is cooperation with the outside
world regarding technicians. “The
university of Ghana [based in Accra
town] started running an aerospace
engineering program. They requested
for a decommissioned aircraft that can
be used as a mock up training device.
So, we delivered an MB.339, and our
engineers put it back together and
connected the power, so the systems
can be run for training purposes.” Also
based at Accra AFB is the School of
Trade Training (SoTT), where a wide
range of skills is taught to students. Here
as well is collaboration with the civil
world. “Students from the aerospace
engineering department of the Kwame
Nkrumah University come here for six
weeks every year for practicals. After
that we are inundated with applications
to join. So, it’s good for us because they
come and see what follow up career
they can have. Some airlines also send
their technicians to do a course at the
SoTT, showing the good collaboration
we do within civil aviation.”

Tamale AFB

The smallest of the three airbases
currently regarding flying operations
is Tamale AFB, which was built in 1966
with help of the former Soviet Union.
One of the Casa 295s is based here,
flying with 2 Squadron, although at the
time of writing this was undergoing its
initial heavy maintenance with Airbus
in Spain after being in service for six
years. Nagai explains “Most of the tasks
for the transport aircraft originate from
Accra. But this aircraft is based there
because of the airborne forces which are
also based at Tamale. Its main task is
supporting them during their parachute
jumping training and deployments and
such.” Also assisting in this training is
F-27 G521. This aircraft had the honour
of making the last operational flight of
the type in 2013, when it was delivered
here for ground training of the paras
and for technicians. “The Fokker 27
and 28 have done something like 35

Above: K-8 strike aircraft (via GAF)
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Above: Technical training at the School of
Trade at Accra AFB (via GAF)

years. They’ve really served us very well.”
says Maxwell. “Ask the engineers on the
F-27 and they will tell you, they would
love to go back to Fokker. But of course,
Fokker has folded up, we‘re not getting
spare parts anymore, and they have done
their duty. So, they were decommissioned.
And still in the process is the last one to
be decommissioned, the Fokker 28.” This
VIP-aircraft, that used to fly the president
of Ghana, is for sale and is kept in flyable
condition. Its engines are being run regularly.
The Communication squadron
nowadays flies the president in a Falcon
900EX which, at the time of our visit, was in
France for a C-check. “This aircraft is on the
civil register, so the maintenance regime is
strictly by the civil aviation regulations.”

Future developments

When asked about the future, Nagai tells
about the plan to establish an air force

Above: Mi-171 carrying the Ghana flag (via GAF)

base in the centre of the country, around
Atebubu. “The plan is to establish a
helicopter squadron there, so from there
we can reach the North and the South.
Furthermore, there are plans to have a
joint FOB with the navy somewhere in
the West, because of the oil find. All these
are still on the drawing board, and we are
currently technically working towards
that. But the final approval of course
needs to come from the government.”
Nagai continues: “So there are plans to
expand. The air force is already much
bigger than when I joined in 1980. But as
the economy grows and the population
grows, there will be new requirements.”
Regarding adding new aircraft to
the fleet, the Super Tucano is high on the
wish list of Nagai. “In 2013 this came
up. The Chief of Air Staff at the time
assessed the threat level and we looked
at the capabilities of the Super Tucano,
and we recommended to the government
to acquire it. It would be used both as a
strike aircraft and a trainer. You know,
because it could do both. So far it didn’t

Above: F -28 is for sale. It is kept in flyable
condition and stored on the
main apron at Accra AFB.

get put through, but we have had good
cooperation with the manufacturers
in Brazil, and the negotiations are not
closed. Because we still need it, and while
we are also looking for alternatives, the
Super Tucano remains the key in our new
acquisitions.” Intention was to get four
aircraft and one simulator. He continues:
“We plan to base them at Tamale AFB to
re-establish the Flying Training School
there, attached to the brand-new Air Force
Leadership Training School that we have
in Tamale now. Because of the traffic of
all oil company helicopters at Takoradi,
where the FTS is currently based, we
thought it better to relocate to Tamale
and then start with the Super Tucano. A
very smart hangar has already been built
there, to receive the Super Tucano.”
Currently there are no plans
to get additional helicopters for
the coming three to five years.

Finally focus has been and will be
for the coming years on personnel, both
on training level and comfort. “We try
to increase the housing stock for the air
force personnel, because that’s a very
serious command challenge. And we
try to train people, for which we’ve run
set courses on our own. In the past we
depended on the programme for the entire
armed forces, and there was a very big
backlog. We had to find money, locally,
within the air force that we use to do this
training and to improve the working
environment for our troops. We believe
that if the soldier is happy, well trained
and has a place to put his head, he will
come to work leaving the home baggage
at home, do his work, and we get a good
product.” And based on both reputation
and results, this works out well indeed!
We would like to thank Air Vice
Marshal Maxwell Mantserbi-Tei Nagai for
the warm welcome and the time he took
for the interview, and Squadron Leader
Francisca Aholo without whom this
article would not have been possible! •

Above: Visiting Chinese built Z-9 at Takoradi AFB
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